Multivariate analysis of putative measures of activity, exploration, emotionality, and spatial behavior in the hooded rat (Rattus norvegicus).
Hooded rats were tested in six situations representing the variables of activity, exploration, emotionality, and spatial preference, detection of change, and learning. The activity, exploration, and emotionality variables and spatial variables were analyzed in separate multivariate analyses, followed by an analysis of the entire set. The first of these resulted in four components: activity, exploration and emotionality, reactivity to handling, and autonomic reactivity (defecation). Four components, defined by the following variables, emerged from the spatial analysis: (a) the tendency to circle, circling direction, and spatial learning; (b) heading error in spatial learning and reversal and open-field directional preference; (c) spatial reversal and direction of turn to escape restraint; and (d) detection of change in spatial arrangement and directional preference in the detection task. The final analysis investigated relations between the activity, exploration, and emotionality variables and the spatial variables, finding only two. The clear dimensionality of these behavioral repertoires emphasizes how important it is to recognize the distinctions among them.